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Abstract
There are at least twenty-nine madonna tabernacles from 1150–1350 with one or 
more wings preserved, most of them in scandinavia and spain. These tabernacles 
housed a sculpture of the Virgin and Child. in the open position, the central 
sculpture would be revealed, surrounded by scenes from the incarnation story, 
depicted in relief, paint, or a combination of both. The aim of this paper is to 
explore these madonna tabernacle in its closed position; What decoration and 
motifs are found on the exteriors? Can a closer examination of the exteriors of 
these works provide a greater understanding of their function and later develop-
ment? and, finally, is there a difference between a closed madonna tabernacle 
and a closed tabernacle that houses other saints? most of the surviving tabernac-
les have wings with monochrome exteriors, often red, but also green and black 
or a combination of red and green. There are also examples of tabernacles with 
patterns or foliage. only six tabernacles have traces of figural decoration on the 
exterior. Here we find st peter and st paul, sometimes together with st John. 
one tabernacle has the passion of Christ on the exterior wings. tabernacles hous-
ing saints other than a madonna figure have also had monochrome exteriors, 
often red, although several of them, at least in scandinavia, have lost most of 
their original color. only two examples have figural decorations on the exterior 
and they would probably have had depictions of st paul and st peter (both of 
the tabernacles have only one of the two half-wings preserved with a depiction 
of st paul on the exterior, so that st peter would probably be on the other, lost, 
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Resumen

El objetivo del artículo es analizar el impacto de distintos tipos de estructuras y de diferentes 
propiedades estructurales de las redes sociales sobre la tendencia a confiar en el interior de 
ellas. Para llevar a cabo dicho objetivo, se han realizado una serie de experimentos virtuales 
con redes artificiales a través de técnicas de simulación computarizadas. Los resultados 
ponen de manifiesto el profundo efecto de las propiedades estructurales (densidad de red, 
índice de globalización de vínculos e índice de Gini de la distribución de vínculos) y del 
tipo de estructura (regular, aleatoria y mundo pequeño) de las redes sociales sobre la ten-
dencia a confiar entre los agentes de una red. Además, se evalúa la tesis de Coleman sobre 
el control y la vigilancia de los jóvenes para no abandonar los estudios a partir de los datos 
suministrados por los experimentos virtuales realizados con las redes artificiales anteriores. 

Palabras clave: mundo pequeño; coeficiente de conglomerado; índice de Gini; experimen-
tos virtuales; redes artificiales; simulación computarizada; tesis de Coleman

Abstract. The effect of social network structures on trust: An analysis based on computer 
simulations and the evaluation of Coleman’s theory

The aim of this article is to analyze the impact of different social network structures and 
structural properties on the tendency to trust inside networks. To this end, a series of virtual 
experiments with artificial networks have been carried out using computer simulations. 
The results underscore the profound effect of the structural properties (network density, 
link globalization index and Gini index of the distribution of links) and type of structure 
(regular, random and small world) of social networks on the tendency to trust among the 
agents of a network. In addition, Coleman’s theory on the control and surveillance of 
young people is evaluated to study the data provided by the virtual experiments with the 
previous artificial networks.

Keywords: small world; clustering coefficient; Gini Index; virtual experiments; artificial 
networks; computer simulation; Coleman’s theory



half-wings, see paragraph ‘tabernacles housing other saints’). This leads us to the 
conclusion that in a closed position there was little that distinguished a madonna 
tabernacle from tabernacles housing other saints.

Keywords
tabernacle, madonna sculpture, scandinavia, middle ages, wooden sculpture, 
medieval studies, medieval art, altarpiece, saints.

Resumen
existen al menos veintinueve retablos-tabernáculo marianos del periodo compren-
dido entre 1150 y 1350 que conservan uno o más de sus paneles de cierre. la mayo-
ría de ellos se encuentran en escandinavia y en españa. estos retablos albergaban 
una imagen de la Virgen con el niño. Cuando se encontraban abiertos, la escultu-
ra central se mostraría rodeada por escenas relativas al misterio de la encarnación, 
representadas en relieve, en pintura o en una combinación de ambas técnicas. el 
propósito de este estudio es indagar cómo eran esos retablos-tabernáculo marianos 
cuando se encontraban cerrados. ¿Qué decoración y motivos se encontraban en 
su parte exterior? ¿podría un estudio más profundo de su exterior proporcionar-
nos un mejor entendimiento de su función y de su desarrollo posterior? Y, por 
último, ¿existen diferencias entre los tabernáculos cerrados de tipo mariano y los 
que albergaron otros santos? la mayoría de los tabernáculos que se conservan 
tienen paneles de cierre con exteriores monócromos, frecuentemente en rojo, pero 
también en verde, en negro o en una combinación de rojo y de verde. también 
hay ejemplos de tabernáculos decorados a base de patrones o a base de motivos 
vegetales. solo seis retablos-tabernáculo tienen restos de decoración figurativa en 
el exterior de sus paneles. en ellos encontramos a san pedro y a san pablo, acom-
pañados a veces por san Juan. uno de ellos muestra en el exterior de sus paneles la 
pasión de Cristo. los tabernáculos que cobijan la figura de un santo distinto de la 
Virgen también presentan exteriores monócromos, a menudo rojos, aunque varios 
de ellos, al menos en escandinavia, han perdido gran parte de su color original. 
solo dos ejemplos presentan decoración figurativa en el exterior y probablemente 
en su momento tuvieron representaciones de san pablo y de san pedro (los dos 
conservan solo uno de los paneles que cerraban su frente, donde, en su cara exte-
rior, se representa a san pablo, por lo que san pedro se encontraría probablemente 
en el panel perdido, véase el apartado “tabernacles housing other saints”). esto 
nos lleva a la conclusión de que en posición cerrada había poca diferencia entre un 
retablo-tabernáculo mariano y aquellos que albergaran otros santos.
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1. introduction

most medieval wooden sculpture, aside from the special case of rood crosses, was 
generally placed in altar niches, on pedestals, directly on altars, or in tabernacles.1 
The oldest preserved group of wooden tabernacles dates from c. 1150–c. 1350, 
but these are scarce, and it is therefore difficult to compile a full understanding 
of their original appearance and variations. nevertheless, there are still at least 
twenty-nine extant madonna tabernacles in europe with one or more wings pre-
served, making them the largest group of pre-1350 preserved wooden tabernacles 
housing a saint (andersen 2015).

a madonna tabernacle is a three-dimensional construction embellished with 
brilliant color and movable wings, with a figure of the Virgin and Child affixed 
inside. When the tabernacle is open, the madonna figure is revealed, with the 
story of the incarnation – painted, carved, or in combination – in the niches on 
the tabernacle’s wings. nearly always when these tabernacles are exhibited in mu-
seums or reproduced in print it is their interiors that are displayed or illustrated. 
The reason is obvious: the sculpture and the decorative wings are on the inside of 
the tabernacle. another logical explanation is that there is seemingly nothing of 
interest on the exteriors, i.e., no figural painting.

The aim of this paper is to explore the madonna tabernacle in europe in its 
closed position. What decoration and motifs are found on the exteriors? Can a 
closer examination of the exteriors of these works provide a greater understanding 
of their function and later development? and, finally, is there a difference between 
a closed madonna tabernacle and a closed tabernacle that houses other saints? 

in scandinavia (including iceland and Finland) there are seventeen extant 
madonna tabernacles, or fragments of them, with one or more wings preserved. 
There are also several examples in southern europe dating from before 1350, with 
at least nine from spain and three in italy.2 There are also many madonna sculp-

1 Baldachinaltar in German, Retable à baldaquin in French. see: norberg, 1969, cols 80–89.
2 The material is often fragmented: several pieces have been sold, today in private collections, 

and/or later rebuilt or lost. it is therefore possible that the number of preserved wings from italian 
and spanish madonna tabernacles could be more. 
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tures that are preserved with their original back panel (some with the canopy) but 
which have lost their doors. These are not included in this study.

i will first present the construction and iconography of madonna tabernacles. 
i will then ‘close’ them and divide them into three groups: exteriors with figural 
decoration; monochrome exteriors; and exteriors with foliage/pattern decora-
tion. Furthermore, i will discuss parallels between these tabernacle exteriors and 
lenten veils, and how the observance of lent could complicate the celebration 
of the most important marian feast day: the annunciation. This problem was 
solved in the fourteenth century by altering the exterior decoration of madonna 
tabernacles.

2. construction

a tabernacle consists of seven elements: a plinth on which the sculpture is placed; 
a back panel; a canopy; and four wings attached by hinges, that is, two side-wings 
and two half-wings. and some may have had an eighth element: a church-model 
(Fig. 1). The canopy was intended to rest on four posts and shelter the image of the 
saint. around this rectangular space were four wings hinged together, enclosing 
the sculpture when the tabernacle was closed; and they were often surmounted by 
a church model, usually with a spire pinnacle. The wider side-wings formed the 
lateral walls, while the narrower half-wings composed the front of the tabernacle 
when it was closed. The wings generally terminated at the top in gable forms, 
often in the shape of trefoils. The wings could be swung to open positions with all 
four wings – the half-wings plus the side-wings – opened, revealing the Virgin and 
Child and the interior of the side-wings, decorated with scenes in the niches.

The wings of the tabernacles were composed of one, two, or three butt-jointed 
vertical oak or pine boards reinforced on the reverse by horizontal battens pegged 
through the vertical boards. often the pegged framing had a trefoil profile run-
ning around the edge of the reverse side. all extant examples have three tiers on 
the reverse side except for two, from Hedalen, norway, and nässinge, sweden, 
which have four tiers.3 each tabernacle would have had eight, twelve, or eight-
een trefoil or arched niches on the interior of the half- and side-wings. Those 
from southern europe would originally have had two or three tiers, and eight 

3 see table at the end of this article for information about the madonna tabernacles discussed 
here: date, location, size, number of preserved wings, material, and exterior decoration.
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or twelve trefoil, cinquefoil, or squared niches. The niches were divided by hori-
zontal battens and architectural or foliage decorations. The scenes in the niches 
were executed in wooden relief figures (Fig. 2), or painted, or created through a 
combination of painting and relief. 

The back panel had a canopy that could be flat, arched, or angular. The top 
of the canopy could have carved crenellations or gables. The sides of the canopy 
were often carved as trefoils or rounded arches (or a combination). The madonna 
figure, sitting on a throne with a plinth underneath her feet, was nailed to the 
back panel. 

For many tabernacles in scandinavia the uppermost component has survived, 
which had the form of a church, as seen in Hedalen, reinli, and urnes in nor-
way, and norra ny in sweden, but there are also church-form canopies preserved 
where the tabernacles are lost, such as those from borgund, Kinsarvik, and tuft in 
norway. most of these were once thought to be tabernacles for storing the host, 
but a study by bernt C. lange has shed new light on the tabernacles’ appearance. 
lange suggests that the five well-preserved norwegian wooden church models 
from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries (reinli, Hedalen, borgund, Kinsarvik, 
and tuft) were not made for housing the host as a ‘sacrament-house’, but were the 
crowning architectural feature on madonna tabernacles (lange, 1994, pp. 23–36).

The overall sizes of these tabernacles were from c. 1.4 m. to over 2 m., and 
even higher if they were capped by a church-model, which could measure up to 
1.5 m. in the open position, they would be wider in proportion to their height.

3. iconography 

madonna tabernacles and madonna frontals, as well as small-scale ivories in the 
form of triptychs or polyptychs, share common features of composition and ico-
nography, but, of course, they did not necessarily have the same function. in 
the extant wings from scandinavia, there is little variation in terms of the scenes 
included in the decoration as well as their placement in the wings. regarding the 
order of the scenes, it is impossible to draw definitive conclusions given that so 
many reliefs are lost, and the preserved reliefs have often been replaced into posi-
tions they didn’t originally fill.4

4 For example, in the tabernacles from Fröskog (sweden), Yurre (spain), and marès i altarpiece 
(spain). The latter has reliefs that did not originally belong to it, see melero moneo, 1991, pp. 432-
433.
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in some of the southern european tabernacles, however, there is greater va-
riety and several additional scenes (andersen, 2015, pp. 170–171). at least two 
scenes were always included in the story of the incarnation: the annunciation, 
often followed by the Visitation and the adoration of the magi. The first scene 
had a fixed place in the composition, at the bottom, on the right side, near the 
foot of the madonna sculpture. The other most common scenes included are 
the annunciation to the shepherds, the nativity, and the presentation in the 
temple. in addition, there is the occasional inclusion of the Flight into egypt, 
Joseph’s dream, and the massacre of the innocents. in tabernacles from italy and 
spain can be found the dream of the Three magi, the magi questioning Herod, 
Herod’s feast, the baptism of Christ, the death of the Virgin, and the Corona-
tion of the Virgin, none of which is present in the tabernacles from scandinavia. 
What is interesting is that there are no traces of scenes from the Childhood of the 
Virgin or the miracles of the Virgin on the tabernacles’ wings, as are commonly 
included on other works such as altar frontals.

4. figural painting on exteriors

tabernacles dating from the second half of the fourteenth century and forward 
usually have figural paintings on the exterior. often a representation of the an-
nunciation appeared on the exterior of the half-wings, forming the front of the 
tabernacle when closed. later, during the fifteenth century, painted saints started 
to appear on the exteriors. tabernacles preserved from c. 1150–c. 1350, on the 
other hand, seldom have traces of figures on the exterior; most of them have 
monochrome exteriors. a closer examination shows that only six of the twenty-
nine pre-1350 madonna tabernacles – two from norway and four from spain –  
have figural painting, or traces of figures, on the exterior. of these, all represent 
st peter, st paul, or st John the evangelist save one, which portrays the passion 
of Christ.

4.1. St Peter and St Paul

Four out of the six tabernacles with painted figures on the exterior depict st peter 
and/or st paul, who were the two pillars of the church, principes apostolorum. st 
peter, whose symbol is one or two keys, declared Jesus to be the messiah, was 
appointed by God to be the foundation of the Church, and was given the key to 
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heaven (matthew 16: 13–19). paul brought the Gospel to the Gentiles, after he 
had converted and become a well-known missionary. both died as martyrs on 
the same day. paul was beheaded in rome, hence his attribute the sword. The 
two saints, who are often depicted together, flank Christ in Traditio Legis, or 
Christ enthroned images, and they can be seen accompanying other figures and 
scenes such as the madonna, the transfiguration, the man of sorrows, and the 
Coronation of the Virgin. They are also on altar frontals, for example, in Kin-
sarvik, norway, on either side of Christ in the Crucifixion,5 or on the barnabas 
altarpiece, flanking an enthroned maria lactans.6 on the murals in birkerød 
Church, denmark, st peter and st paul are in attendance at the Coronation of 
the Virgin.7 

The tabernacle from Fåberg, norway, has one side-wing preserved: the left 
wing, once hinged to the tabernacle’s back and closing to cover its side (Fig. 3). 
on the exterior, st peter stands facing frontally, holding up two keys in his right 
hand and a book in his left. The apostle is tonsured and his hair and beard are 
short and curly. He is dressed in a white belted tunic patterned with small tri-
plets of orange dots (Kollandsrud, 2018, pp. 231–232; binski/sauerberg, 2006, pp. 
230–244; blindheim, 2004, p. 114). His mantle is yellow, dulled today towards 
gray, and he is presented against a red background. The figure fills the length of 
the door and is framed by horizontal bands of acanthus vine along the top and 
bottom. one can assume that the Fåberg tabernacle had st paul as a pendant on 
the other side-wing. unfortunately, it is not possible to say what would have been 
the motifs on the half-wings.

The two preserved wings of the sant martí sarroca tabernacle depict st peter 
on one half-wing and st paul on the other, and thus they faced each other when 
the wings were closed (Fig. 4 Velasco Gonzàlez, in this volume). They are both 
dressed in white tunics and green cloaks on a red background. st peter holds a 
double key in his right hand and a book in the other. The pigment describing his 

5 today in the university museum of bergen (bm ma 10), norway. 
6 today at Kimbell art museum, texas, usa.
7 often in representations of st peter and st paul, where they are flanking a scene, st peter 

is seen on the left and st paul on the right. on tabernacles there are variations. on the preserved 
wings, st peter and st paul are painted on the half-wings, composing the front of the tabernacle 
when it was closed. The figures are painted in profile or half-profile, facing each other, as seen in the 
examples from sant martí sarroca, arana i, and the so-called ‘Chiale altarpiece’. on arana i, peter 
is on the right side and paul on the left, as on the wing from sant martí sarroca. on the Chiale 
altarpiece, paul is on the right and peter is on the left, as is their more common placement, such as 
on frontals.
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head is fragmented but his eyes are still visible, looking to his right, half facing 
the viewer. traces of his curly beard are still preserved. st paul, standing to the 
left, has a sword in his right hand and his left hand is effaced, but clearly it was 
raised; perhaps he was holding a book or pointing his finger. sections of his long, 
straight hair and beard are still visible. 

The four wings of the spanish tabernacle arana i were taken apart and reused 
in several eighteenth-century altarpieces,8 today in treviño, spain, in the Church 
of st peter (Gutiérrez baños, 2018, pp. 64–68). The exteriors of the four wings 
were painted over once with a red background decorated with stars. This layer 
of paint was later removed. today the exterior of the medieval tabernacle consti-
tutes the back of the altarpieces, and therefore these panels are not visible to the 
viewer. The two half-wings once composing the front of a madonna tabernacle 
when closed have paintings of st peter and st paul (Fig. 4). one of the side-wings 
portrays John the evangelist. The paint on the fourth side-wing has vanished. st 
peter is in three-quarter profile, looking to his right towards st paul on the other 
half-wing. His beard is short and curly as is his tonsured hair. He holds one large 
key in his right hand and a book in the other. st paul, facing the opposite direc-
tion, towards st peter, holds his attribute, a sword, in his left hand and a book in 
the other. both saints are dressed in blue robes and red mantles and are set against 
a yellow background. 

another madonna tabernacle from spain, the so-called ‘Chiale altarpiece’,9 
today kept at Killua Castle, ireland, has all four wings preserved (mor, 2016) 
(Fig. 5). The exteriors of the side wings are red, decorated with a lighter red 
pattern of dots. The half-wings, composing the front when closed, have figural 
decoration. The paint on the left half-wing is very damaged, with only traces 
of the figure’s blue mantle and red cloak remaining. The image on the other 
half-wing is also fragmented, but the upper part of the figure is preserved and 
portrays st paul, who is presented in profile, looking towards the vanished 
saint on the other half-wing, who was probably st peter. st paul is dressed in 
a red mantle and blue cloak and wields a sword in his right hand and points 
upwards with the other. both figures on the half-wings are set against a yellow 
background. 

8 in two altarpieces and in a sacrament box for the main altarpiece. 
9 Chiale is an italian surname designating the art dealer based in racconigi and brussels who 

brought this altarpiece to light in 2016.
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4.2. St John

as mentioned above, a side-wing from the arana i tabernacle portrays John the 
evangelist (Fig. 6). like st peter and st paul from the same tabernacle, he is 
dressed in a blue tunic and red cloak. st John’s hair is long and curly, and he 
is beardless. st John is typically represented in art as a beautiful, young, beard-
less man, with the poisoned cup or a book in his hand.10 st John from arana i 
holds an open book in his left hand, and his right hand is raised, with one finger 
pointing towards the book. This panel was probably the left side-wing (Gutiérrez 
baños, 2018, p. 67).

The tabernacle from urnes, norway, has a preserved left side-wing.11 it has 
lost significant amounts of paint, with only traces of pigment on the interior and 
exterior. The figure on the exterior is very damaged (Fig. 6), but it is still possible 
to detect a beardless face and part of a raised arm, set against a red background. 
The hand is very fragmented, but there is a pointing finger. blindheim suggests 
that the figure depicts an angel (blindheim, 1993; 1998, p. 61). However, a closer 
study of the painting shows that what blindheim assumed were the angel’s wings 
are, in fact, part of a frame that runs around the side-wing. it could be this is also 
st John, as seen in arana i. a comparison of these two wings reveals similarities 
in pose: they both face in the same direction, and both have the same pointing 
finger and beardless face. 

This side-wing from urnes reveals further close stylistic connections between 
tabernacles from norway and spain. it is the only preserved tabernacle wing in 
scandinavia that has a combination of painted and carved figural scenes on the 
interior. The upper tier has painted figures, such as the angels in the upper gable 
and traces of an angel (Gabriel) in one of the niches. The lower tier has probably 
had carved figures; one magus is preserved that fits the side-wing from urnes.12 
a spanish tabernacle, from Vallbona de les monges, also has this same combina-
tion on the interior. and we can assume that it was not only a single wing on the 
urnes tabernacle that was decorated with a figure on its exterior, but that there 

10 st John belonged to the inner circle of Jesus’ disciples; and on the cross, Jesus gave his mother 
into John’s care. John was the first apostle brought to the dying mary.

11 The urnes tabernacle also had an identical half-wing; this was still in the church in 1953, but 
lost by 1955. published drawings by blix of the half-wing and the roof of the church-model exist 
(blix, 1895, p. 17, fig. 10), but they do not provide any information about the exterior. 

12 Thanks to stephan Kuhn and Justin Kroesen for this information. 
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was a matching, pendant, figure on the other side-wing, or, like the spanish tab-
ernacle of arana i, that all four wings had figural decoration. 

4.3. The Passion of Christ

The last of these six examples of tabernacles with figures on the exterior is also 
the most elaborately decorated: the three wings from the spanish madonna tab-
ernacle, called Wildenstein altarpiece (Gutiérrez baños, 2018), today in the met 
Cloisters museum in new York (Fig. 7).13 The interior, now lost, displayed figures 
in relief against a gold ground. The edges of the gabled exterior panels bear the 
arms of Castile and león, and the three wings are decorated with scenes from 
the life of Christ. The scenes of the side-wing are (top to bottom): the betrayal 
of Christ and the payment of Judas; Christ’s descent into limbo and noli me 
tangere combined in one scene, together with mary magdalene kissing Christ’s 
feet. The right half-wing (top to bottom): disrobing Youths from the entry into 
Jerusalem; the Flagellation; and angel at the sepulchre. The other half-wing: the 
deposition; and the entombment, with nicodemus, mary, and st John. The 
painted figures are dressed in alternating red and blue tunics and cloaks and set 
against a yellow background.

5. monochrome exteriors

even if the decoration on the various madonna tabernacles are damaged or have 
been painted over, or the wings have been reconstructed, we often find original 
paint preserved on the exterior of the wings. a closer examination of the exteriors 
of these european madonna tabernacles shows that the majority have had mono-
chrome exteriors, often in red, green, or black, sometimes with a decoration of 
foliage or patterns. 

in oppland County, norway, there are two neighboring stave churches, 
Hedalen and reinli, with two altarpieces composed of a medieval corpus of a 
tabernacle that once housed a madonna figure. The pair are very good examples 
of the appearance of these early tabernacles when closed, because they both have 

13 two of the panels were purchased in 1955 (accession number 55.62a,b), and the third panel 
was a bequest from Carl otto von Kienbusch in 1977. see: baetjer, 1995, p. 146.
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all four wings preserved. during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries they 
were both remodeled and painted over, but the exteriors of the wings, today the 
backs of the altarpieces, were not (andersen, 2015, pp. 165–185). in the middle 
of the eighteenth century the Hedalen tabernacle was remodeled to become an 
altarpiece consisting of a medieval crucifix attached to the overpainted corpus of 
the tabernacle. The madonna figure and the church-model that once sat atop the 
tabernacle were placed elsewhere in the church. The figures previously positioned 
in the niches are today lost. The interior has been covered with ‘rose-painting’, 
but the wings have their original paint preserved on the exterior (Fig. 8). red and 
green sections on the wings create a checkerboard pattern in all six squares (two 
half-squares in the half-wings form two squares when closed), and, addition-
ally, the spaces within the trefoils at the top of the wings alternate red and green 
(stein, 2010, pp. 58–91; andersen 2015, pp. 165–185) (Fig. 10).

The altarpiece in reinli was originally the corpus of a medieval madonna tab-
ernacle (of the same shape as Hedalen’s). in the late nineteenth century, the two 
half-wings were placed side by side to form the middle section of the altarpiece, 
and the side-wings were made into the side sections of the new composition. The 
ascension of Christ was painted on the middle section of the interior in the 1890s 
and scenes from the old and new testaments were added in the side sections in 
the 1920s. The back panel of the tabernacle was still in the church in 1885, but 
was later removed, probably already during the restoration of the church in the 
late 1880s. The church model that once surmounted the tabernacle was sent to 
the university museum of bergen in the 1870s. The exterior of the tabernacle is 
still preserved in its original condition, with the half-wings green and the side-
wings red (Fig. 9). When closed, the half-wings in front of the tabernacle would 
have been green and the side-wings red (stein, 2010, pp. 58–91; andersen 2015, 
pp. 165–185) (Fig. 10). 

For some tabernacles all four wings were decorated in a single color. There 
are multiple examples that support this conclusion. The madonna tabernacle 
from Fröskog, sweden, has three preserved wings. today the outsides of them 
are red with white foliage, but the foliage seems to have been added later, per-
haps in connection with the re-painting of the interior in the eighteenth century. 
(Fig. 11). There are traces of later renovations that have the same foliage pattern, 
which indicates that the exterior of all four wings was initially red. other ex-
amples in sweden are found at Östra Vram Church, where there are two taber-
nacles, one with a central madonna figure and the other with a st olaf figure. 
The madonna tabernacle has three extant wings, and while the interior has been 
painted over, the exterior retains its original color: red (Fig. 11). also, at näss-
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inge, sweden, there are two preserved wings that were originally red.14 outside of 
sweden, there are examples in the north: the tabernacle from múli, iceland, has 
four wings painted red.15 and in the south, in spain, we find the same: the four 
wings of the tabernacle from Vallbona de les monges are all red (Fig. 11). and 
there are further instances of wings from spain and scandinavia that are red or 
have traces of red.16 

in addition to red exteriors, we also find wings painted green or dark green 
or black. The madonna tabernacle in norra ny Church, sweden, has one pre-
served half-wing (Fig. 12).17 The polychrome on the interior is probably from 
the fifteenth century, and the exterior is in a dark (black?) color. another span-
ish tabernacle with all four wings preserved is that of Castildelgado in burgos, 
today exhibited at the museu Frederic marès, barcelona (Fig. 12). The interior 
has been painted over and gilded, while the exteriors of the four wings have been 
preserved in what appears to be the original black paint. The tabernacle from 
urjala, Finland, has three preserved wings that are also covered in a dark color 
(black?) (Fig. 12).18

6. foliage and pattern decoration

some wings have foliage or patterns painted on the exterior. a number of these 
decorations could be secondary additions, but others are harder to determine 
and need technical examination by a conservator. it is possible that in the case 
of a preserved left side-wing from a tabernacle in røldal ii,19 decorated with a 
red background and yellow foliage, that the foliage was part of the original or-
namentation (Fig. 13). Foliage decorations can be found incised on the golden 

14 Foliage patterns, as stencils, were later added to the wings. see in this paper ‘Foliage and 
pattern decoration’.

15 according to a conservation report from 1956 (n. J. termansen), there are some traces of 
ornament with a thin glaze; this need to be further examined.

16 one wing from marès i altarpiece, spain; one wing from Fet, norway. 
17 in 1928 one other half-wing was reconstructed.
18 most of the exteriors of these tabernacles have not been thoroughly examined by conserva-

tors.
19 røldal ii is in some publications referred to as ‘odda’ (Kollandsrud, 2018, p. 230; plahter et 

alii, 2004, p. 198), without explanation. When it arrived at bergen museum it was written that it 
was from røldal church. a lot of inventory was labeled ‘røldal’ and may not all be from the same 
church, but as long as there is, to my knowledge, no indication why it may be from odda, i choose 
to refer to it as ‘røldal ii’. 
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background of the figures scenes as well as painted or carved on the upper part 
of the niches, above the trefoil gable, on the interior. a preserved fragment from 
a canopy from eidsborg, norway, also displays this kind of foliage decoration 
(Kollandsrud, 2018, p. 230).20

The only extant wings, a half-wing and a side-wing, from a madonna taber-
nacle with a pattern on the exterior are from røldal i, norway, but the half-wing 
has lost all its paint. The side-wing, however, has a zigzag pattern on the exterior 
(Fig. 13). The painting technique consists of ‘daubs’ in red and yellow on a black 
background. perhaps it suggests a pattern of woven fabrics.

7. altered exteriors

7.1. Later overpainted exteriors

The non-figural exterior of tabernacles has seldom been scrutinized, and when 
works are restored, the exteriors are often left untouched or unexamined.

only a handful of tabernacle wings have been painted over, either during the 
late middle ages or in the seventeenth or eighteenth centuries. and only one 
known example has later been painted with figural decoration on the exterior: 
the madonna tabernacle from aosta, italy (rossetti brezzi, 2001, p. 40). it has all 
four wings preserved, and in 1510–1520 they were re-painted with the annuncia-
tion scene in front (when closed, thus on the backs of the half-wings) and two 
saint bishops on backs of the side-wings. The surface of the two wings on the left 
side have since been destroyed.

The madonna tabernacle from nässjö, sweden, today has only one original 
wing preserved, with one relief figure: one of the Three magi. The interior of the 
wing has lost is original niches and only fragments of initial paint are preserved. 
both the madonna figure and the wing were remodeled during the sixteenth 
century, and later they were integrated into a new tabernacle along with the pre-
served medieval wing on the left side and a new wing on the right side. on the 
exterior of the medieval wing there are traces of foliage decoration, maybe from 
the remodeling of the tabernacle in the sixteenth century, or they could be later 
painted additions, possibly from the seventeenth century. The same light green 

20 madonna tabernacles from the middle of the fourteenth century through the sixteenth often 
have foliage decoration on side-wings, while the half-wings could have the annunciation scene. 
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color is also painted over the original decorated niches in the interior. traces of 
red pigment under the light green overpaint suggest that the wing once was red 
or partly red.21

two tabernacles have later been decorated with a painted pattern of flow-
ers (stencil): The tabernacles in Yurre, álava, spain, and in nässinge, sweden 
(Fig. 14). The tabernacle from Yurre has small blue flowers patterned on a red 
ground. The examples from nässinge have red-orange flowers/leaves patterned 
on a brownish-red background. as mentioned above, foliage decoration was sub-
sequently added to the Fröskog tabernacle. because there are no conservation 
reports regarding the examination of the original pigments, one can presume 
that the tabernacles would have have been monochrome, at least the two from 
Fröskog and nässinge. 

7.2. Lost colors

There is also a group of tabernacles that has lost most or all of their color on the 
exterior of the wings. tabernacles from Jällby, sweden, and Kumlinge in Finland 
are such examples, as is a wing from the so-called ‘marès i altarpiece’ (Gutiérrez 
baños, 2018), currently in the museu Frederic marès of barcelona (Fig. 15).22

some tabernacles have traces of color that may suggest that there has been a 
pattern or foliage, such as those in Jällby and svinhult, sweden (Fig. 16).23 The 
colors that are found on the fragments are red, green, or black, that is, the same 
colors found on the monochrome wings with preserved surfaces. none of these 
fragments are traces of figures. 

For a tabernacle from Vojňany, slovakia, it is uncertain which saint it origi-
nally housed.24 it has been suggested that it held a madonna sculpture (buran/
müllerová, eds, 2008, p. 1) (Fig. 16). This tabernacle differs from others of the 
same 1150–1350 period when opened. rather than depicting scenes of the saint’s 
life on the interior, it offers four figures: st peter and st paul on the half wings, 
and two saints with uncertain identification on the side wings. one figure may 
be st John pointing towards the central saint sculpture. The other figure holds 

21 This need to be confirmed through a chemical analysis of paint samples. 
22 These have traces of ground and/or small pigments that shows that the wings once have been 

painted. 
23 it is unclear, though, if the foliage was a later addition. 
24 today at slovak national Gallery, bratislava. 
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what seems to be a red piece of fruit or a globe in his/her left hand and a palm 
branch in the other. The exterior of the wings (visible when the tabernacle is 
closed) have lost all of their pigment. This last tabernacle may indicate that some 
tabernacles never have had paintings on the exterior?25

8. tabernacles housing other saints

in scandinavia, surprisingly the only examples of preserved wings from tabernac-
les dedicated to saints other than the madonna are in sweden (dating c. 1150–c. 
1350). Three of the tabernacles housed the famous norwegian saint King olaf 
and two tabernacles a bishop saint. 

in Östra Vram Church there are two tabernacles, as mentioned above, one 
of them with a madonna figure and the other st olaf. The st olaf tabernacle 
has two preserved wings: one half-wing with traces of red paint; and one side-
wing, where the exterior is red. From berg Church, today at Historiska museet 
in stockholm, there are four wings that once were part of a st olaf tabernacle. 
The exterior of these wings has also lost its original paint, save some small frag-
ments of red on a white priming. The third st olaf tabernacle is in dädesjö old 
Church; all four wings are extant, but all traces of color on the exterior are gone 
(Fig. 17). 

one of the two bishop tabernacles is from edestad Church but today is 
kept in the blekinge museum. it has one preserved side-wing, the exterior of 
which has traces of red foliage on a white background (Fig. 17). The tabernacle 
in närkes Kil Church has one preserved side-wing with no remaining pigment 
on the exterior. 

There are several examples of spanish tabernacles housing various saints that 
have had monochrome exteriors; most of them had red wings, or decorations of 
diamond-shape patterns (Fig. 17), as alberto Velasco explains in his article in this 
publication. 

nevertheless, there are remnants of at least two Castilian tabernacles with fig-
ural paintings on the exterior: ‘Haupt i and ii’, presently in the national muse-
um in Warsaw, that have figural paintings on their preserved wings (ratkowska, 
1970, pp. 1–18; dobrzeniecki, 1977, pp. 335–338, no 115). Haupt i is dedicated 

25 as Fernando Gutiérrez baños made me aware of is the case of a Castilian hagiographical 
tabernacle in Covarrubias.
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to st John the baptist and has three preserved wings; two side-wings and one 
half-wing. The half-wing once composing the left side of the tabernacle when 
closed has a depiction of st paul on the exterior, probably facing st peter on the 
now lost right half-wing. The Haupt ii tabernacle, belonging to an unidentified 
saint, only has one wing preserved, the left half-wing, also with the depiction of 
st paul.

What is interesting is that tabernacles housing saints from this period, have 
either monochrome exteriors, often red, or representations of st paul (and st 
peter). This means that in a closed position there was little that distinguished the 
tabernacles from each other, as demonstrated by the two tabernacles in Östra 
Vram. When the tabernacles of st olaf and madonna were closed, they would 
have probably looked nearly identical: red wings with a red-and-green canopy 
with crenelation.26

9. closed tabernacles as a visual ‘fasting’

We know little about the use of these early tabernacles within their churches. 
What we can assume is that, at a minimum, they were opened on major feast 
days, such as epiphany, easter sunday, pentecost, ascension, trinity sunday, all 
saints’ day, and the Feast of Corpus Christi (Kaspersen, 2003, pp. 39–41). dur-
ing the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, devotion to the Virgin mary intensi-
fied and more marian feast days were introduced, and as a result the tabernacles 
were likely open during these days as well. 

We can also assume that tabernacles were closed during lent, a period during 
which altars, tabernacles, and images were covered with cloths.27 Veiling sacred 
images gave material expression to the somber mood of penance and mourn-
ing that characterized lent. lenten veils were known in medieval times as ve-
lum quadragesimale, or the ‘veil of 40 days’, and were later called Fastentuch or 
Hungertuch in German-speaking regions (Hotchin, 2018). There were liturgical 
regulations in the thirteenth century for covering all ornaments, panels, and 
sculptures in a church. For instance, in William durandus’s Rationale of 1286 it 
is written: 

26 The canopy of the madonna tabernacle is today constructed with parts of two tabernacles. it 
is the left side that is the original.

27 For further information about the act of concealing with cloths, see Wallem, 1910, pp. 25–
28. 
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now all things which pertain to the ornament of a church must be removed or covered 
over in the season of lent: which according to some taketh place on passion sunday, 
because after that time the divinity of Christ was hidden and concealed in Him. […] 
others do this the first sunday of lent (smith, 1959, p. 47).

White linen was often used for the veils that covered crosses, images, reliquar-
ies, etc., but there were also those made of silk. and there are descriptions of 
lenten veils that deviate from white cloth with red crosses, especially in english 
documents, where they are recorded as red or black cloths.28 and according to 
durandus, four colors were used in church hangings: white, red, black, and green 
(neale/Webb, eds, 1893, appendix e, pp. 189-195): a white curtain represent-
ing pureness of living; red for charity; green for contemplation; and black for 
mortification of the flesh, a livid-colored tribulation (neale/Webb, eds, 1893, pp. 
64–65). it seems that during lent there were a variety of visual expressions. many 
of the lenten cloths had decorations embroidered on them in printed patterns, 
such as foliage, or red crosses; more exclusive cloths could have various scenes 
from the passion of Christ, as were popular in the late medieval period (braun, 
1924, p. 233). one example of an exceptional altar cloth used during lent is the 
Narbonne Altar Cloth made for King Charles V in 1364 (Fig. 18).29 on it are 
scenes from the passion: the Kiss of Judas, the Flagellation, the Carrying of the 
Cross, the entombment, the descent into limbo and noli me tangere – some 
of which are also found on the exterior of the spanish madonna tabernacle in 
new York (Fig. 19).

The exteriors of tabernacle wings, with their monochrome matte surfaces, 

often applied in red, green or black water-based paint (Kollandsrud, 2018, p. 
229) , create an illusion of lenten cloths and could be understood as a form of 
visual ‘fasting’.

The contrast of the open and closed tabernacle would be as great at the re-
moval of the cloths on easter sunday; the opening of the wings of the tabernacle 
enabled the priest to perform the ‘tearing of the veil’ on feast days (e.g., com-
pare the Castildelgado tabernacle closed, Fig. 12, left, and open, Fig. 11 Gutiérrez 
baños, in this volume). 

28 i am grateful for information about lenten veils from ingrid lunnan nødseth, ph.d. Can-
didate, ‘Wrapping the sacred: a study of the materiality and religious significance of ecclesiastical 
textiles from late medieval scandinavia, c. 1400–1550’, institutt for kunst- og medievitenskap, 
norges teknisk-naturvitenskapelige universitet, ntnu, trondheim, norway.

29 today in the louvre, paris. Gray wash on fluted silk imitating samite. H. 0.78 m.; W. 2.08 
m. (mi 1121). 
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as the hanging and removing of lenten veils signaled the start or conclusion 
of a period of penance, grief, and mourning, the dramatic lifting of the sanctu-
ary veil contributed to expressions of awe and hope in anticipation of Christ’s 
triumph over death. and the same effect could have been achieved by opening a 
closed tabernacle.

9.1. Feast of the Annunciation

The veiling of objects or the closing of the tabernacles during lent could cause a 
problem for the most important marian feast day, the annunciation. This day is 
celebrated on march 25, which falls during lent or, on rare occasions, the early 
days of easter week.30 

a manuscript by adam of orlando in the ordinances of the Cathedral 
notre-dame de laon dating from the late twelfth or the beginning of the 
thirteenth century says that the tabule altaris were opened or revealed only 
on feast days, except on the annual feast of the annunciation (smith, 1959, 
p. 45). The reason for this must have been that the annunciation celebration 
fell during lent. no wings were to be opened, nor covers removed; the only 
act of veneration allowed was the lighting a candle in front of the tabernacle. 
This complication regarding the celebration of the most important marian 
feast day was solved in some churches by switching the veiling cloth with one 
that was decorated with Gabriel and the Virgin mary, either in paint or em-
broidery (Kaspersen, 2003, p. 40). at the end of thirteenth century it appears 
that in France an exception was made to rules governing bans on ecclesiastical 
decoration during lent, and gradually the feast of the annunciation was again 
celebrated (smith, 1959, p. 49). The sarum rites allowed two exceptions: the 
Virgin on the main altar, which was unveiled only to celebrate the feast of the 
annunciation; and the principal crosses in the church, unveiled on palm sun-
day (smith, 1959, p. 47). 

30 ‘Feast of the annunciation’ was solved in a different way in spain: since the late antiquity, 
the feast of the annunciation was transferred to the 18th of december. maybe this explains why there 
are no spanish madonna tabernacles with the annunciation on the exterior of the half-wings? The 
exception is one Castilian example (the suma ii altarpiece, from the second half of the fourteenth 
century), but it is uncertain if the annunciation corresponds to the time these panels were part of a 
tabernacle-altarpiece or to a later re-use of the panels. i thank Fernando Gutiérrez baños for bring-
ing this to my attention. 
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From the middle of the fourteenth century we can trace a change in several 
madonna tabernacles (Fig. 20). on the exterior of the half-wings, which create 
the front when the tabernacle is closed, the angel Gabriel and the Virgin are de-
picted in an annunciation scene. This could be a solution to the annunciation 
day problem: by removing the lenten cloth, the annunciation would be visible, 
but the tabernacle would remain closed.31

10. conclusion

There are at least twenty-nine madonna tabernacles from 1150–1350 with one or 
more wings preserved, most of them in scandinavia and spain. These tabernacles 
housed a sculpture of the Virgin and Child. in the open position, the central 
sculpture would be revealed, surrounded by scenes from the incarnation story 
and, in spanish and italian tabernacles, some additional scenes depicted in relief, 
paint, or a combination of both. 

The tabernacles’ original shapes and intended locations and purposes are for 
the most part lost today. The decorations on the works are damaged, often painted 
over, or remodeled. but the exteriors of these tabernacles, the wings, frequently 
retain their original colors (or traces of them), indicating that in addition to the 
many monochrome surfaces, they were decorated with figures or patterns. only 
six tabernacles have traces of figural decoration on the exterior. Here we find st 
peter and st paul, sometimes together with st John. obviously, there must also 
have been variations unknown today, owing to the small number of works pre-
served and the lack of written sources describing the appearance of tabernacles 
from this period. one tabernacle with the passion of Christ on the exterior wings 
offers an example of how elaborate the decorations could have been. but most of 
the surviving tabernacles have wings with monochrome surfaces, often red, but 
also green and black or a combination of red and green. There are also examples 
of tabernacles with patterns or foliage. 

tabernacles housing saints other than the madonna have often no pre-
served traces of figural decorations. most of these wings were red, although 
several of them, at least in scandinavia, have lost their original color. The few 
 

31 From the second half of the fourteenth century, decoration – figural and non-figural – was 
more common on the exterior of madonna tabernacles, so one can assume that these works would 
have been covered during lent.
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examples that are preserved with figural decoration on the exterior have st paul 
on one half-wing, whereas the other is lost; although we can assume it would 
have had st peter. This leads us to the conclusion that in a closed position there 
was little that distinguished a madonna tabernacle from tabernacles housing 
other saints.

When the tabernacles were closed, they hid and sheltered the image of a saint. 
as lenten veils concealed objects during easter, the four wings of the tabernacle 
hid the madonna figure or other saint. and the contrast between the open and 
closed positions would have nearly the same effect as the ‘tearing of the veil’ on 
easter sunday. When the monochrome and matte surfaces on the exterior of the 
tabernacle were swung open, the figure of the Virgin and Child was revealed in 
bright colors and gold leaf, surrounded by niches filled with painted or carved 
scenes, embellished with colors and shining metals.

opening the tabernacle wings must have been a great revelation and a mov-
ing event within medieval devotional experiences (Fig. 21). 

11. madonna tabernacles c. 1150–c. 1350

Madonna tabernacles c. 1150–c. 1350
Located in the churches, except when a museum location is indicated

Region Date Location Size Material Exterior 

Norway

Fet
(one wing)

Sogn og 
Fjordane 

c.1275–1300 Universitetsmuseet, 
Bergen
MA 219

H: 0.615 m
W: 0.22 m

Pine 
(Pinus 
sylvestris)

Red

Fåberg 
(one wing)

Oppland c.1250 Universitetet i Oslo, 
Kulturhistorisk 
museum, Oslo
C 3006

H: 1.84 m
W: 0.74 m

Oak Figure 
(St Peter) 
on a red 
background

Hedalen
(four wings)

Oppland c.1250–1275 H: 1.60 m
W: 0.52/0.32 m

Oak Red and green 

Reinli
(four wings)

Oppland c.1250–1275 H: 1.96 m
W (all four 
wings): 2.58 m

Pine? Red and green

Røldal I
(two wings)

Hordaland c.1250 Universitetsmuseet, 
Bergen
MA 297a-b

H: 1.42 m
W: 0.39 m

Pine Red and 
green zigzag 
on a black? 
background
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Røldal II 
(one wing)

Hordaland c.1250–1300 Universitetsmuseet, 
Bergen
MA 512

H: 1.14 m
W: 0.36 (0.42) 
m

Not 
identified 

Yellow 
foliage 
on a red 
background

Urnes
(one wing)

Sogn og 
Fjordane 

c.1150–1200 Universitetsmuseet, 
Bergen
MA 510

H: 1.29 m
W: 0.45 m

Oak Figure (St 
John?) 
on a red 
background

Sweden

Fröskog
(three 
wings)

Västergötland c.1250–1275 Historiska museet, 
Stockholm
SHM 14965

H: 1.70 m
(wings: 1.42m) 
W: 0.45/ 
0.41/0.27 m

Oak Red (with
secondary 
light [white?] 
foliage)

Jällby
(four wings)

Västergötland c.1250–1275 H: 0.90 m
W: 0.29 m

Oak Lost 
(fragments of 
red, patterns?)

Norra Ny
(one wing)

Värmland c.1250–1275 H: 1.71 m / 
1.31 m
W: 0.29 m

Not 
identified

Dark (black?) 

Nässinge
(two wings)

Bohuslän c.1250–1275 Göteborgs 
stadsmuseum, 
Gothenburg
GM 173

H: 1.43 m Oak Red (with 
secondary 
stencils)

Nässjö 
(one wing)

Småland c.1250-1275? H: 1.36 m 
W: 0.36 m

Traces of 
secondary 
foliage/leafs

Svinhult 
(two wings)

Östergötland c. 1250 H: 1.22 m / 
1.18 m
W: 0.30/0.23 m

Lost (traces 
of foliage 
of unknown 
date)

Östra Vram
(three 
wings)

Skåne c.1300 H: 1.04 m
W: 0.62 m

Oak Red

Finland

Kumlinge
(four wings)

Åland c.1250–1275 H: 1.19 m Oak Original 
colors lost. 
Red 

Urjala 
(Urdiala)
(three 
wings)

Birkaland c.1250 Kansallismuseo, 
Helsinki
KM 4563:1

H: 1.18 m Poplar? Dark (black?)
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Iceland

Múli
(four wings)

c.1275–1300 Nationalmuseet, 
Copenhagen
19014

H: 1.40/1.45 m
W: 0.52 m 

Pine 
(newer 
details in 
oak) 

Red with 
traces of 
ornamentation 

Italy

Alatri
(four wings)

Lazio c.1250 H: 1.57 m
W: 0.44/0.55 m

Beech Overpainted 
in 1745

Aosta
(four wings)

Aosta Valley c.1300–1350 Museo Civico, Turin H: 1.00 m
W (all four 
wings): 2.64 m

Not 
identified

Overpainted 
in 1510–1520

Pale di 
Foligno
(six 
fragments 
from four 
wings)

Umbria c.1320–1330 Museo Diocesano,
Foligno

H: 1.47 m Not 
identified

Not identified

Spain

Arana I
(four 
wings, but 
fragmented 
and 
incomplete)

Castile-León c.1275–1300 Church of St Peter, 
Treviño

Not 
identified

Figures (St 
Peter, St Paul 
and St John) 
on a yellow 
background

Castildelgdo 
(four wings)

Castile-León c.1300–1350 Museu Frederic 
Marès, Barcelona
MFMB 814

H: 2.08 m
W (all four 
wings): 2.22 m

Not 
identified

Black 

Sant Martí 
Sarroca
(two wings)

Catalonia c.1275–1300 Museu Nacional 
d’Art de Catalunya, 
Barcelona
MNAC 15924, 
15925

Not 
identified

Figures (St 
Peter and St 
Paul)

Vallbona de 
les Monges
(four wings) 

Catalonia c.1335–1350 Museu Nacional 
d’Art de Catalunya, 
Barcelona
MNAC/MAC 9780, 
9781, 9782, 9783

H: 1.45m
W: 0.41m 

Not 
identified

Red

Yurre 
(Ihurre)
(four wings)

Basque 
Country

c.1300–1350 H: 1.73 m
W: 1.91 m

Not 
identified

Red (with 
secondary 
stencils)
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Chiale 
altarpiece
(four wings)

Castile-León c.1300–1350 Killua Castle, 
Ireland

Not 
identified

Half-wings: 
figures (St 
Paul and 
maybe St 
Peter?). Side-
wings: orange 
dots on red 
background

Marès I 
altarpiece
(one wing)

Castile-León c.1300 Museu Frederic 
Marès, Barcelona
MFMB 2225

H: 1.66 m 
W: 0.70 m

Not 
identified

Lost (traces 
of red)

Marès II 
altarpiece 
(one wing)

Castile-León c.1300–1350 Museu Frederic 
Marès, Barcelona
MFMB 711

H: 1.44 m 
W: 0.45 m

Not 
identified

Dark 
grey-blue 
(fragmented) 

Wildenstein 
altarpiece 
(three 
wings)

Castile-León c.1275–1300 Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, The 
Cloisters, New York
55.62a-b, 1977.94

H: 1.05 m
W: 0.41/0.39 m

Not 
identified

Painted 
figures 
(Passion 
of Christ), 
red, green 
and blue 
on a yellow 
and black 
background
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Fig. 1. tabernacle in closed and opened position.  
drawings by s. Holm, edited by e. andersen.



Fig. 2. left: madonna tabernacle in Kumlinge, Finland.  
only the four wings and the reliefs on them are original from the thirteenth century 

(the interior has been overpainted). right: detail of the beautifully carved relief of the 
Visitation, from the lower right half-wing.  

photo: F. berg.
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Fig. 3. st peter on the exterior of the left side-wing of the tabernacle from Fåberg, norway. 
photo: Kulturhistorisk museum, universitetet i oslo.



Fig. 4. details of st paul (left) and st peter (right)  
on the exterior of the half-wings from the arana i tabernacle, spain.  

photo: Centro de Conservación y restauración de bienes Culturales de Castilla y león.
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Fig. 5. st paul on the exterior of the right half-wing  
of a madonna tabernacle from spain (called ‘Chiale altarpiece’).  

photo: Killua Castle, ireland.
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Fig. 6. left: st John. detail from the exterior of the left side-wing from arana i, spain. 
photo: Centro de Conservación y restauración de bienes Culturales de Castilla y león. 
right: st John (?). detail from the exterior of the left side-wing from urnes, norway. 

photo: e. andersen.
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Fig. 7. Wings of a tabernacle from the region of Castile-león, spain  
(called ‘Wildenstein altarpiece’) with painted scenes on the exterior  

(new York, Cloisters museum). photo: F. berg.
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Fig. 8. left: The overpainted interior of the Hedalen tabernacle.  
right: The exterior of the Hedalen tabernacle.  

photo: b. lindstad.

Fig. 9. left: The overpainted interior of the reinli tabernacle.  
right: The exterior of the reinli tabernacle.  

photo: m. pettersen, riksantikvaren.



Fig. 10. left and left-center: reconstruction  
of the madonna tabernacle from Hedalen in closed and open positions.  

right-center and right: reconstruction of the madonna tabernacle  
from reinli in closed and open positions. based on m. stein.  

drawings by o. storsletten, digitised by e. andersen.
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Fig. 11. left: Fröskog tabernacle with (probably) secondary foliage decoration.  
Center: Östra Vram tabernacle.  

photo: F. berg. right: exterior of the four wings from the Vallbona de les monges 
tabernacle (barcelona, museu nacional d’art de Catalunya).  

photo: Calveras/mérida/sagristà.
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Fig. 12. Left: Castildelgado tabernacle, Spain (Barcelona, Museu Frederic Marès).  
Photo: Museu Frederic Marès, Institut de Cultura, Ajuntament de Barcelona.  

Center: Norra Ny tabernacle, Sweden.  
Right: Urjala tabernacle, Finland.  

Photo: F. Berg.
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Fig. 13. left: tabernacle wing from røldal i.  
right: tabernacle wing from røldal ii.  

to the left the interior and to the right the exterior.  
photo: univeristetsmuseet i bergen.
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Fig. 14. left: exterior of the tabernacle from nässinge, sweden.  
photo: Göteborgs stadsmuseum.  

right: exterior of the tabernacle from Yurre, spain.  
photo: e. andersen.
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Fig. 15. left: Jällby, sweden. Center: Kumlinge, Finland.  
right: the so-called ‘marès i altarpiece’ (barcelona, museu Frederic marès).  

photo: F. berg. 
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Fig. 16. left: one of the two wings from svinhult, sweden, interior and exterior.  
photo: F. berg.  

right: tabernacle from Vojňany, slovakia.  
photo: slovak national Gallery.
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Fig. 17. tabernacles housing saints. left: dädesjö, sweden.  
Center left: Östra Vram, sweden.  
Center right: edestad, sweden.  

right: santa maria de Cap d’aran, spain.  
photo: F. berg.
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Fig. 18. The Narbonne Altar Cloth (paris, musée du louvre).  
lenten cloth made for Charles V in 1364.  

photo: musée du louvre. 

Fig. 19. The scenes of the narbonne altar Cloth and a tabernacle from the region of 
Castile-león, spain (called ‘Wildenstein altarpiece’).
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Fig 20. norra Fågelås, c. 1400, in open (left: seen from the front;  
center left and center right: seen from the sides) and closed positions  

(stockholm, Historiska museet).  
photo: F. berg.

Fig. 21.  
madonna tabernacle  
in Jällby Church, 
sweden.  
photo: e. andersen.


